We study the effects of Resonant Magnetic Perturbations (RMPs) on turbulence, flows and confinement in the framework of resistive drift-wave turbulence. This work was motivated, in parts, by experi- ν * is edge collisionality and ρ s is the sound gyroradius. ii) RMPs are predicted to decrease the hysteresis between the forward and backtransition. iii) Taking into account the mean density evolution, the density profile -sustained by the particle source -has an increased 2 turbulent diffusion compared with the reference case without RMPs which provides one possible explanation for the density pump-out effect.
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Introduction
The H-Mode -which usually exhibits ELM bursts -is the target regime of operation for next step fusion devices e.g. ITER [1] . The ELMs pose a major threat to the plasma-facing components and should be controlled. A means to control ELMs relies on Resonant Magnetic Perturbations (RMPs) [2, 3, 5, 4] . Since there is evidence of residual turbulence in H-mode, and the turbulence can affect the profiles and thus stability, there is no reason -a priori -to neglect turbulence effects in the ELM control experiments.
In other words, turbulence persists in H-mode. Moreover, RMPs should be activated before the 1st ELM, as the latter can cause large damage to the divertor and wall. Hence, understanding RMP effect on LH power threshold is crucial for ITER [6, 7, 8] . The RMP effect on turbulence is, to our knowledge, not broadly considered. We emphasize that experiments clearly show that RMPs have an effect on turbulence [9] . Ref. [9] showed experimentally that RMPs damp GAM Zonal Flows, as revealed by the decrease of Long-Range-Correlations during RMP. We have shown in Refs. ( [10, 11] ), that drift-wave turbulence levels and associated Zonal Flows are modified by RMPs. We used a basic representative model, i.e. an extension of the Hasegawa-Wakatani system to include RMP effects, neglecting the plasma response. We applied a modulational stability analysis to the latter system and coupled it to the evolution equation for turbulence energy. The resulting two possible states, thus a bifurcation is possible for a critical value of the linear drive, i.e. input power. Below threshold, the system is in a low confinement regime (L-mode like), characterized by a high turbulence energy and no Zonal Modes. Above threshold, the system is characterized by an enhanced confinement, i.e. lower turbulence energy, due to the presence of Zonal Modes. This is similar to the reference case without RMPs. However, in presence of RMPs, the threshold for the bifurcation between these two states depends on RMP amplitude. In the weak-RMP regime, the threshold increases linearly with the RMP coupling parameter. For sufficiently strong RMPs, the system undergoes a back-transition to L-mode. Another result is that the drift-wave frequency is radially modulated by the zonal density perturbations. As the LH transition is thought to be triggered by Zonal Flows [12, 13] , our model predicts that RMPs increase the LH power threshold, a key result consistent with experiments near-transition [3, 6, 7, 8] . Physically, RMPs enhance (collisional) radial transport of electrons by coupling parallel transport to the tilting of magnetic flux-surfaces. The resulting cross-field radial flux can compete with the cross-field transport of polarization charge which is the agent of guiding-center ambipolarity breaking responsible for Zonal Flow formation. This simple model shows that in presence of RMPs, a pure Drift-Wave -Zonal Flow paradigm is no longer sufficient. With RMPs, the Zonal Flows, in addition to being nonlinearly coupled to primary driftwaves, are also linearly coupled to secondary Zonal Density perturbations [11] , resulting in increased damping of (secondary) Zonal Flows. Taking into account the mean density evolution, the density profile -sustained by the particle source -has an increased turbulent diffusion due to the increased turbulence saturation level, compared to the reference case without RMPs.
The later result provides one possible explanation for the puzzling density pump-out effect. This coupling mechanism -acting here on mesoscales -is quite universal and also acts on profile scales. More precisely, with RMPs, the density profile -sustained by the particle source -is linearly coupled to the mean flow by the RMPs. The key, bottom line result is that, through this direct coupling, the mean flow shear is decreased relative to its reference value without RMPs. Based on the RMP effect on Zonal Modes, we include mean flow shear effects, thereby extending the 0D model of Ref. [14] to include RMPs. Table 2 summarizes the group of different 0D predator-prey models. This list is not exhaustive, we focus here on 0D models directly related to the present study. This allows to describe RMP effects on the full LH transition scenario, including mean E × B flow. 
RMP coupling parameter Effect
We consider the extended Hasegawa-Wakatani model of Refs. [10, 11] , including resonant magnetic perturbations (RMPs), for density n and electrostatic potential φ:
where ∇ denotes the parallel gradient, given -neglecting the plasma response -by:
with δB x /B the radial magnetic perturbation [11] .
The model (1,2) is closed by the generalized Ohm law, which can be written as: j = −D ∇ (φ − n) with D the electron parallel diffusivity D ∝ 1/ν ei . RMP effects are best described using a two-fluid picture. The LD 2012 DWs, Zonal Flows, Zonal Density yes [11] this article DWs, Zonal Flows, Zonal Density, MSF, n & T i gradient yes basic mechanism of RMP effect that we propose is improving over time. In our previous modeling [10, 11] , we first thought that RMPs were generating a mesoscale electron current leading to an RMP-induced stress which competes against the Reynolds stress thus increasing Zonal Flow damping. In the present work, we realized that the latter RMP-induced stress corresponds to the projection -along the unperturbed magnetic field B 0 -of quasilinear δj×δB torques localized around rational surfaces. Note that RMPs do also generate a mesoscale electron current -through the quasilinear δv × δB electric field -refered to as 'y-independent eddy currents' in the nonlinear tearing mode theory [16] . However, this mesoscale current is not the main actor in our theory and we neglect it in the present work (it is a 3rd-order nonlinear effect), the main actors are the RMP-induced quasilinear torques.
Without RMPs, the amplitude of E×B Zonal Flows is set by the competition between mesoscale Reynolds stress drive and neoclassical damping due to ion- 
Here the helical currentsj are evaluated in the vicinity of their respective resonance surfaces.
The first term on the r.h.s. of Eq. However, taking into account a uniform mean E × B flow ω E shows that the RMP-induced MCs have a density component ∼ x/(iω E ) close to the resonance surface, and ∼ 1/x far from the resonance surface, thus canceling most of the RMP effects, except near the resonance surface, which shows that RMP effects are radially localized.
As we consider here a 0D model, we model the RMP effects as uniform, and we take the value at the resonance surface x = 0. This is equivalent to neglecting the effect of MCs, as in Refs. [11] and [19] . We will extend this model to 1D somewhere else, and properly take into account the effects After some algebra, we obtain using Eq. (3), in presence of RMPs, the mean density evolution as:
with D turb ∝ the turbulent diffusivity -the turbulence energy -and D resid represents the surviving -short wavelength -turbulence in the pedestal and where D RMP is the RMP-induced electron diffusivity [11] . We see from Eq.
(4) that RMPs directly couple the mean density evolution to the mean electric potential φ .
Zonal Flow & turbulence energy dynamics with RMPs
In order to obtain the evolution of the E × B Zonal Flow energy, we need to express the zonal modulations of density n ZM in terms of that of the poloidal flow v y ZM . In other words, we use a slaving approximation, justified by the fact that DW turbulence only directly drives Zonal Flows. The
Zonal Flows V ZF = v y ZM and turbulence energy thus evolve according to [10] :
In the turbulence energy evolution Eq. (5), RMP effects appear only in the last term on the r.h.s., which represents the Zonal Mode shear.
Zero-dimensional model
Thus, including the mean flow shear effect on turbulence, the model takes the form:
Here, the quantities a 
and the parameter c 2 is an RMP-induced friction given by c 2 =
The model described by Eqs. (7-10) is an extension of the model of Ref. [14] , to include RMPs, with one additional parameter c 2 and three modified parameters a [11] . The model is based upon a densitygradient (∇n)-driven turbulence, so we tacitly assume that increasing the particle flux corresponds to a power ramp-up. A more complete model with both ∇n-driven and ∇T i -driven turbulence is desirable, but this is beyond the scope of this article.
We are now faced with the task of closing the system of equations (7) (8) (9) (10) .
For this purpose, we seek -as in Ref. [14] -an expression for the mean flow shear V ∝ φ . Additionally, we also need an expression for the mean flow The resulting expression is:
where we use the following notations: We see from expression (14) that RMPs decrease all driving components of the perpendicular electric field by a factor 1+
. In a weak-turbulence, H-Mode like regime, this seems to be in accord with experiments which show 
a clear decrease of the perpendicular electric field in presence of RMPs (the so-called shallowing of the 'E r well'). Note however, that RMPs also act to decrease the mean density gradient through particle balance, and thuseven for weak turbulence -the system is clearly nonlinear and may undergo bifurcations between different states. The mean electric field is plotted v.s.
mean density gradient [ Fig. 1 ].
In the weak-RMP regime
1, the mean electric field simplifies to:
whereas in the strong-RMP regime
1, it simplifies to:
Note however, that in the strong-RMP regime, direct RMP effects on ion dynamics -beyond the scope of this article -are no longer negligeable, and could play an important role.
The mean E × B flow is simply the opposite of the mean electric field, so expression (14) directly yields:
To evaluate the associated mean flow shear, we note that in the scrape-off layer (SOL) -a region of the plasma not accounted for in this simple model -the mean electric potential is always positive, due to sheath effects. Since we showed that the mean potential gradient is negative (in accord with experiments) in the region where our model is valid (just inside from the SOL),
there is clearly a strong shear in the mean electric field. Hence, the mean electric field shear is clearly an increasing function of the magnitude of the mean electric field. Therefore, we approximate this behavior by considering a proportionality relation between the amplitude of the mean electric field shear and the amplitude of the mean electric field:
In the weak-RMP regime, expression (19) yields:
Keeping only the density drive, i.e. for f (T, , Π mom ) = 0 in expression (21),
we recover in the limit D RMP → 0 the V 2 ∝ N 2 expression obtained in Ref. [14] . In presence of RMPs, expression (21) predicts that for increasing RMP amplitudes, the sensitivity of turbulence shearing to the driving gradients (and Reynolds stress and momentum source) decreases in the weak-RMP regime. In the strong-RMP regime, the dependence on the mean density gradient is given by:
Interestingly, in the strong-RMP regime, the density dependence of thesquared -flow shear tends to the one without RMPs, since the mean electric field switches from being negative and close to − φ ∼ n + Cst for weakRMPs, to being positive and close to − φ ∼ − n + Cst for strong-RMPs.
Note that at the boundary between the two regimes, i.e. at where the ZF evolution near transition ( is slaved to V ZF ) is given -in the weak-RMP regime -by:
Expression (23) 
H-mode like state), and hence is potentially more important. The power threshold for the L-I bifurcation is given in table 3. In the case without RMPs, Fig. [2a] shows the three regimes: L-mode like regime between Γ = 0 and Γ ∼ 0.5, followed by the ZF-dominated regime -which exhibits predatorprey oscillations -for Γ ∼ 0.5 − 1.5, and the quiescent H-mode like regime for Γ > 1.5. In the H-mode like regime, the mean electric field is negative, corresponding to an 'E r well', and its absolute value is the sum of the density and temperature gradients. 
Steady-states of the model
To get some insight into the possible bifurcations, we apply a steady-state analysis. The steady-states are given by:
together with expression (19) for the mean flow V in terms of N, T, and Here, we used the ansatz (20) V ∝ V and we chose -for simplicity -the coefficient of proportionality equal to 1.
The steady-state density and temperature gradients -near-transitionare approximately given -for
The detailed calculation is presented in Appendix A2.
Hence, the turbulence energy near-transition is approximately given -for
where γ eff is an effective linear growth rate of the turbulence -modified due to the mean sheared flow stabilization -given by: The weak-RMP regime is defined by:
In the weak-RMP regime, the coefficients a 
where
s . Replacing a we obtain a quadratic equation for the turbulence energy at saturation:
The physical -positive -solution is given in the weak-RMP regime by:
Apart from the solution V ZF = 0, the Zonal Flow Eq. (25) at saturation reduces -in the weak-RMP regime -to:
Combining Eqs. (37) and (38), we obtain a logistic equation for Zonal Flow energy |V ZF | 2 which -in the weak-RMP regime -reduces to: bifurcation is given by:
Discussion
In this work we coupled the Drift-Wave Zonal Mode predator-prey model to the evolution of mean quantities, i.e. mean density, mean ion temperature and mean electric field, including direct RMP effects on mean density and mean electric field. The resulting predator-prey model -an extension of
Ref. [14] -exhibits a higher power threshold than the reference case without RMPs, as well as a decrease of the mean density gradient, reminiscent of the puzzling 'density pump-out effect'. Our model also shows a shallowing of the E r well in the H-mode like regime, consistent with experiments, e.g. fig. 6b of Ref. [18] . A density pump-out mecanism in L-mode was presented in Ref. [19] . However that work neglected turbulence effects which are shown here to play an important role. Our model suggests that the density pump-out and the shallowing of the 'E r ' well are two consequences of the same effect:
the radial diffusion of electrons due to RMP-induced tilt of the magnetic field lines combined with collisions (D ∝ ν −1 ei ), else there is no irreversibility.
Our model shows that, in the strong-RMP regime, the 'E r ' well can even become positive. We note however that this result should be taken with care
as, in the strong-RMP regime, RMP effects on ion dynamics -beyond the scope of this article -are no longer negligeable, and could play an important role. We also note that although we showed that RMPs damp Zonal Flows and decrease the mean E × B flow shear, the mean flow itself can screen the RMPs [20] . This effect -beyond the scope of this work -could moderate the flow damping effect. There are limitations of our model. First, it is zero-dimensional. An extension to 1D, based on the model of Ref. [21] is under way. Second, it neglects the plasma response, which was shown to be important, e.g. in Ref. [22] . Third, our model neglects direct RMP effects on toroidal flows. Moreover, the numerical results presented here focus -for the sake of simplicity -on the zero torque regime. Note however, that -in our model -external torque simply decreases the effective growth rate γ eff as a result of increased shearing. Finally, we note that our model focuses on zero-frequency Zonal Flows, rather than Geodesic acoustic Modes (GAM).
A heuristic model for GAMs -including the curvature coupling can be found in the Appendix of Ref. [11] .
Conclusion
We investigated, in this work, RMP effects on the L-H transition. Here are the main results: i) The density profile -sustained by the particle sourcehas an increased turbulent diffusion compared to the reference case without RMPs, one possible explanation for density pump-out. ii) RMPs decrease the sensitivity of mean flow shear to the driving density gradient, resulting in a shallowing of the E r well. iii) As a result, RMPs are shown to increase the power threshold for both the L-I and the I-H transitions, although the latter effect seems stronger, and will be investigated deeper in the future. RMP amplitude edge collisionality sound gyroradius 
and for electrons:
where we neglected electron inertia, and we included a (NBI-induced) volume force of the form:
Here, we depart from the usual toroidal-field approximation by considering an axisymmetric magnetic field B not purely toroidal:
with | By B | 1.
Electron Force Balance Eq. (42) yields:
We now solve Ion Force Balance Eq. (41) by exploiting the fact that the l.h.s. of Eq. (41) is small (reflected by the FLR effect ρ s ).
At order 0, we obtain:
where the subscript ⊥ states that the flow is perpendicular to the total axisymmetric magnetic field B given by expression (44).
Note that the two components of (46) and (50) are the usual E × B drift and electron/ion diamagnetic drift, respectively. However, here they have components due to both the toroidal magnetic field and poloidal magnetic field, e.g for the E × B drift.:
Up to order 1 we obtain:
whereṽ iE is given by:ṽ
We now apply Mean Charge Balance:
i.e.:
where the RMP-induced flux b xj is given -in a quasilinear approximation -by :
Replacing the velocities by their expression, we obtain:
Now, we note that -since we neglect curvature effects -the divergence of both the ion and electron diamagnetic drifts vanishes, and Eq. (54) reduces to:
We note the following identity valid for any 2D vector field u and the (divergence-free) magnetic field B:
We also use the following approximation:
Using identity (56) and approximation (57), the mean charge balance (55) can be written:
where we defined the (normalized) vorticitỹ
Eq. (58) can be interpreted as a Mean Vorticity Equation in stationary state.
We now use the Taylor identity:
Using the Taylor identity (60), we obtain the Mean Charge Balance as:
where we integrated radially and added a neoclassical flow damping term.
Note that the mean charge balance (61) has two important consequences, which are better understood in terms of the mean polarization charge (proportional to the E × B Reynolds stress). radial force balance and (ion) toroidal force balance:
Here we used the trivial identity: v i = v iz , and we added a diffusion term due to residual short-wavelength turbulence (ν resid ).
We neglected the direct effects of RMPs on the ion dynamics, here, supposed to be small compared to RMPs effects on electrons, due to fast electron streaming along the field lines.
Combining the (ion) radial and toroidal force balance Eqs. (62,63) with the mean charge balance (61), assuming constant electron temperature T e = T ref e = Cst, we obtain:
where F z denotes the toroidal component of the volume force F, and the RMP-induced flux b xj is given by:
Here, D RMP = D |b x | 2 is the RMP-induced electron diffusivity [11] , and we approximate the angular momentum flux ṽ
by a turbulent momentum diffusion. For simplicity, we neglect non-diffusive terms in the ion channel, since we focus on RMP effects on electrons.
To obtain Eq. (64), we used the following approximation for the mean ion pressure:
Our model consists of the three equations (64,65,66), together with Eq.
(67). This model determines the mean perpendicular electric field φ in terms of mean ion temperature gradient T i , mean density gradient n , turbulence energy and torque F z .
In order to couple the present model to the Drift Wave -Zonal Mode (DW-ZM) model, we consider profiles with a characteristic gradient scalelength L x :
where L n is the usual density-gradient scalelength defined as L −1
Using this ansatz, the model (64,65,66) together with Eq. (67) reduces to:
where = k |φ k | 2 , T = T i , N = n , and Φ = φ . and the function g( ) represents the turbulent diffusion effect:
with the parameter λ = ν 0 /ν 1 . We use a quasilinear approximation for the perpendicular Reynolds stress:
Combining Eqs. (69,70,71), the mean electric field −Φ is given by:
The steady-state temperature gradient T is obtained using Eq. (27):
where g heat ( ) = (1 + λ T ) −1 , with λ T = d 0 /d 1 the ratio of turbulent to residual heat diffusivities.
The particle balance Eq. (26) can then be written -using (19) and (77) -as:
After some algebra, we obtain the steady-state density gradient N as:
where g part ( ) = 1 + 1 + 
Note that the condition (87) implies finite turbulence = 0. In the weak-RMP regime, the coefficients a 
After some algebra , the Zonal Flow evolution (8) reduces -in the weak-RMP regime -to:
Combining Eqs. (92) and (93), we obtain a logistic differential equation for
